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Recording artists, vocalists and those who work with them now have a guide to assist in
professional development! Creative exploitation in the modern entertainment industry is
complex and lacks foundational, agreed-upon pedagogies of success for creative
professionals. As creatives engage a digitally-integrated society, they must constantly adapt
and evolve. Through the expertise and content synthesis of Jusreall Music Group Global, LLC
(JMGG), industry creatives can develop and sharpen their skills in general music production
and artist business with topics like: poetic devices; vocal placement; health, lifestyle and
coaching; effective sound checks; sound manipulation; branding; copyrights; registration; acting
and self-taping; and more. With 50 synthesized mini-lessons and 13 explorations (applied
activities) from scholar-practitioner MarQo "Jusreall" EdD—industry creatives, vocalists,
recording artists, musicians, educational institutions, music companies and those who work
with creatives have access to a wealth of knowledge that will benefit any 21st century
professional in the music business.
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EXECUTION (B8)ABOUT THE AUTHORINTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEWIntroductionOften
heard, in light of the fall of tangible exploitation of music, is the doing away with creative
development. The industry is not what is used to be with the sale of tangible products providing
stable returns, yet we still expect to see unprecedented growth in our streaming economy.[1]
The question is neither whether consumers will engage, nor if creatives will continue to create
but how this creative exchange is normalized in a time of instant exposure, gratification and
attention spans. Creatives respond to this call by acquiring greater skills and resources to aid
their toolbox.[2] This creative development is nothing new—in this context or in general—but



the very conversation seems to be an opportunity for systemization, as it relates to
professional development of creative professionals.There is no right way to develop an artist or
creative professional. This textbook is intended to give the creative professional in a digitally
integrated industry an approachable curriculum that provides an introduction to the basics of
song production, vocal technique, instrumentation, performance efficacy, publishing as well as
branding of an entertainment industry creative.While many of these topics are bound to be
compared to other or newer strategies,the core concepts provide a critical framework for the
modern creative.Each of these microlessons is written to encourage further study and inquiry.
The patterns the author attempts to connect provide the reader with tools which aid in
development of the whole creative. However, the text is also intended for professionals who
work alongside creatives, who need a team of professionals who understand and can
challenge their language and skills. The concepts expressed in this work are taught at a basic
to intermediate level, using language which will encourage the reader to inquire via self-study
or with the facilitation of experts how many of these micro-lessons might apply to their constant
development. Let us review, perhaps take a fresh look at, or newly encounter some key areas
that creative professionals and their teams might encounter during the longevity of their
creative and branding efforts. Below provides a visual guide and nomenclature of the mini-
lessons that comprise the text.–Dr. MarQo “Jusreall”Overview of TextThe material can be
approached from beginning to end, or by just focusing a few areas of development. It is
suggested that you accompany each topic reflection with a composition book (or via electronic
notetaking) to maximize the professional development. To interact with the links, either click or
scan, depending on device used. This guide provides 50 mini-lessons and 13 explorations in
just two sections—Production (P), and Business (B).In Production, there are 5 modules:
Songwriting (P1); Vocal Techniques (P2); Instrumental Techniques (P3); Engineering &
Producing: Tips & Tricks (P4); and Artistic Interpretation & Design (P5):Songwriting (P1):7 mini-
lessonsExploration: Writing Music (P1.E)Literary Devices (P1.1); Melody (P1.2); Harmony
(P1.3); Rhythm (P1.4); Song Structure & Form (P1.5); Hooks & Repeat Verses (P1.6); Putting It
Together (P1.7)Vocal Techniques (P2):7 mini-lessonsExploration: You Choose—Maintenance
or Technique (P2.E)Classical Support (P2.1); Vocal Placement: Classical Approach (P2.2);
Vocal Placement: Popular/Contemporary Approach (P2.3); Classical Considerations/ADSR
Approach (P2.4); Vocal Mimicry/‘Research’ (P2.5); Warmups & Vocalizes (P2.6); Lifestyle,
Health & Coaching Considerations (P2.7)Instrumental Techniques (P3):2 mini-
lessonsExploration: Global Considerations, Practice Style & Inspirations (P3.E)Key Signatures
(P3.1); Circle of Fifths & Nashville Numbers (P3.2)Engineering & Producing: Tips & Tricks
(P4):7 mini-lessonsExploration: The J. Cole Experience (P4.E)Producing v. Engineering:
Appreciating the Art of Both (P4.1); Song Recording Process: STOMP (P4.2); 8 Ways of Sound
Manipulation (P4.3); Getting EQs Right! (P4.4); Effective Sound Checks: Considerations &
Executions (P4.5); Respecting The Team: Planning Studio Sessions (P4.6); Effective
Rehearsals: Band, BGVs, & Leads (P4.7)Artistic Interpretation & Design (P5): 1 mini-
lessonExploration: Master-level Considerations and Regimen (P5.E)Designing The Vision:
Planning Shows A-Z (P5.1)In Business, there are 8 modules: Ownership (B1); Self-publishing
(B2); Branding (B3); Building a Team (B4); Business Development (B5); Creative Development:
Actors & Self-taping (B6); Touring (B7); and SWOC/Final (B8):Ownership (B1):3 mini-
lessonsExploration: Exploitation (B1.E)Copyrights (B1.1); Registration (B1.2); Catalogs
(B1.3)Self-publishing (B2):5 mini-lessonsExploration: Publishing Company (B2.E)Licenses &
Royalties (B2.1); Technology & Social Media (B2.2); Majors, Indies & True Indies (B2.3);
Distribution Services: From ‘Organic Methods’ to ‘Distribution Deals’ (B2.4); Contracts &



Negotiation Points (B2.5)Branding (B3):4 mini-lessonsExploration: First Impressions...
(B3.E)Photoshoots I (B3.1); Photoshoots II: Image v. Product (B3.2); Marketing: Online & Radio
Play (B3.3); Billboard Charting (B3.4)Building a Team (B4):2 mini-lessonsExploration: No i in
TEAM (B4.E)Choosing Your Squad (B4.1); ‘The Works’: Special Topics (B4.2)Business
Development (B5):3 mini-lessonsExploration: Building Goodwill (B5.E)Public Relations (B5.1);
Sponsorships & Endorsements (B5.2); CI’s Vision: The ‘P3 Model’ (B5.3)Creative
Development: Actors… (B6):3 mini-lessonsExploration: Research & Development (B6.E)Actors
& Self-taping (B6.1); Creatives, Agencies & Community (B6.2); Self-help Dives (B6.3)Touring
(B7):3 mini-lessonsExploration: Route 66 (B7.E)Itinerary (B7.1); Financial Matters (B7.2); Artist
Considerations & Riders (B7.3)SWOC/Final (B8):3 mini-lessonsExploration: FINAL Prompt
(B8.E)Why SWOC? Modeling & Purpose-setting (B8.1); Drafting The Idea (B8.2); Building The
Idea (B8.3)PRODUCTIONSONGWRITING (P1)Literary Devices (P1.1)Poetic DevicesA poetic
device is really just a literary device (or term) that gives direction to the words a creative writer
uses. For instance, metaphors, allegories, analogies, personifications, similes, etc… all give the
brain an opportunity to make prior connections that make new information more memorable
and even interesting. If I were to describe to you that being a professional studio vocalist is fun
work, you could get the general picture. However, if I were to say professional studio work is
like cooking a tasty meal for some hungry customers, you get more of the concept that the
work could be challenging, but the rewards are evident. Additionally, this analogy allows the
reader to connect with the fact that the work is urgent (e.g., ‘hungry customers’). This tool is
powerful because every word has potential to convey much meaning—alone or in the company
of others, few or many. And how you craft these words, as an artist, demonstrates not just how
you think and feel, but how others connect to the very same phenomenon. This is the beauty of
writing, and thus why I start here in this discussion of creative production. Words are power. A
published list from Port Washington’s School is provided below this lesson for your
reference.Firstly, there are tons of these employed in writing of various genres and types. In
this example, we use three different sources! As stated, literary devices are tools used to add
meaning in expressions of communication. The reason might be to really capture the attention
of the reader, viewer or listener. The reason might be to help make a stronger connection
between certain words, phrases or stories the writer wants to scribe. Many times, they are
used without a full understanding. Without a comprehensive understanding, there is likely no
creation (Bloom’s Taxonomy). It is the writer who takes the pen and presents information in
unique ways that grabs our attention. This very skill is protected by the U.S. Constitution and
International reciprocal agreements. This very skill has the potential to reach and earn
millions.It’s no secret, for instance, that many English departments in schools across the U.S.
reference prolific writers, classic novels and even dynamic contemporary artists and rappers in
their curricula. Many creatives provide rich examples of these devices, making the writing
creative and powerful! In our music, there are tons of examples of these devices.Some writers
tend to employ the use of allegories and personification. One such example is lyricist,
Common, in his song I Used To Love H.E.R. (No I.D. & Common, released 1994). He conveyed
examples about past experiences, reminiscing of a young lady who turns out to be depictions
of his dealings with Hip Hop. For instance, he and a co-writer personified Hip-Hop as a creative
woman who transitioned from a home-grown, authentic vibe—to commercial and universal.
[3]While he rapped using personification, Common’s storyline takes the listener on a journey
that tells a story in an abstract, interesting way, through allegory. This makes such an
impression on the reader, but especially the listener, as various sounds and settings can be
added to the recording process to help bring the listener into the lyrical detail and form. In



short, literary devices are powerful!To recap the terms used: personification is when human
characteristics are given to essentially everything not human, and allegory is when a story is
told in an abstract and interesting way, giving meaning to a deeper narrative. For your
exploration, we have linked a comprehensive list of literary terms from the English Department
of Port Washington’s Union Free School District:(Port Washington, n.d.)[4]Melody (P1.2)Sweet,
Sweet Melodies!Yeah. This is why we do what we do as musicians and singers. From those
who can really, really sing, to those who do wonderful studio work, melody is what they’re
driving! I think of it like freestyle artist vs. lyricist, but for the vocalist or musician. A great
melody gets caught in our ears in an equal and opposite way to monotonous presentations,
like a boring professor’s lecture. When there are strong melodies created, the listener gets a
chance to experience something they maybe anticipated, or better, something that they hadn’t.
Those moments when the artist does something like Jonathan McReynolds in his song,
Cycles, is really what this section is about. All artists employ this skill of melody in their verses,
choruses/hooks, etc. and in their musical patterns and improvisational moments. The way
Jonathan McReynolds executes the melody through this interestingly thrice-repeated melisma
really grabs the listeners’ attention (listen up to 40 seconds for this example, but please enjoy
this beautiful artwork the whole way through):(eOne Nashville, 2018)[5]For those unfamiliar
with a melisma, it is just a way that singers combine certain notes in a given style of singing.
While you typically find certain singers who masterfully execute these ‘runs,’ exclusive to their
genre, you will find certain singers who understand the nuances of popular practices in various
genres. I think that renowned coach Kim Chandler does a decent job at explaining this old, yet
innovative practice of singing, while I agree that most often you gain much experience with this
technique in the Black church:(Voicecouncil, 2012)[6]Looking at melody in its far-reaching
desire of becoming unique melismas, runs, riffs, scats, etc… is key to thinking about melody
because there are replete examples of smartly-placed melody lines through music, both in
classical and contemporary applications. Hearing great, intentional examples helps the creative
to imagine what’s possible in their own approach. These examples can easily come from what
you already enjoy listening to.So, when thinking about how to write your music, look at it like
building a train. Each section (however you divide that up—structurally or measure-by-
measure) of the song is actually constructed and well-planned, though it moves so fast! This
process is truly as simple as a single-note melody line. This is why scales are so
important.Learning your key signatures and scales are fundamentally key to your
understanding of music. What makes successful, untrained singers and musicians is not only
their ability to execute with their voices or hands, but their ear. An untrained ear doesn’t always
make a bad one. We’ll get to this a bit later in a vocal mimicry lesson. It is key, however, to have
an understanding of the patterns behind melody. These patterns are just that. Patterns.
Patterns are the mathematics of life.Melody is totally something that musicians get. They are
programmed to see and practice the ‘patterns.’ To understand this from a songwriter
perspective, take into account artists who may not be the best vocalists the universe has ever
heard, but who make great, no, fantastic songs! And at the end of the day, isn’t it about the
song? Isn’t that what lasting careers are made of, capturing the elements of a great song, and
then creating it? While there are various textures of the voice that are more desirable than
others, getting hung up on how you sound is counterproductive to appreciating this lesson. A
consistent voice that understands how to blow us away with their melody choices really goes
farther than the vocalist may think.There are many of these types of artists, professionally,
some more open about their Process than others. But how is this the case, from a melodic
lens? It is because they understand how to manipulate sound in interesting ways. You can look



up anything regarding creating great melodies and many iterations and interpretations of a key
concept: how you respect space, and how you manipulate sound. Here, space is the absence
of sound and variation of the sound is essentially melody. Space and sound are interpreted
wildly differently by many people. It bears in mind that the well-informed musician is eager to
think about melody in this way, asking questions like, ‘How is this artist articulating variation?’
or ‘How does this band/choir respect space?’ and especially ‘How does their interpretation
make me feel?’ While all of these questions will help the critiquer think about melody more
surgically, when listening to any type of music, feeling is always a key component in that ‘IT-
factor’. Much more could be said about the IT-factor, or that quality that people can’t pinpoint
but know it when they experience it. It is the goal of these songwriting lessons, on whole, to
give a constructed application to achieving this with more efficacy.To take a look back at the
lesson in melody, we have to be reminded of a boring lecture from a less enthused professor.
This lack of variation in their sound and rhythm can leave an audience sleep! This is the
potential of uninformed singing and musicianship when sound and space are not manipulated
well! To master melodies in many ways, the fundamental keys are to be mindful of the patterns
in the music we respect the most (or totally hate!). These patterns (line by line, bar by bar,
etc...) inform us of sound and space; and smart variation of sound and space is key to great
melodies! When the train of melodies gets going and everyone’s in a groove, no one cares
about all of the planning that went into the music; they simply dig a dope song. Isn’t that life?
Harmony (P1.3)“If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together”—Alleged
African ProverbIf You Wanna Harmonize, And You Wanna Go Somewhere…We just covered
melody in the prior lesson, and how manipulation of sound and space creates something
interesting for the listener. In this lesson, we’re covering harmony. Harmony is critical because
it gives variation to music, vertically. In other words, whereas the melody travels from note to
note over time, the harmony is heard on top or below any given note. This adds interesting
depth, considered to be texture, in the music. Some songs use 2-part harmonies, and others
use 8-part harmonies. It really just depends on the message that the song needs to convey.
Since this topic is widely understood and used in multiple genres, we’ll look at various
harmonies from a classical perspective to give modern-day artists some tools.There are
various harmonic movements that are communicated over time, or space, (if we’re building on
last lesson concept): parallel, oblique, contrary, and chordal. While there are multiple ways to
dissect harmonies, it’s best to start with understanding each of the aforementioned terms.
Before we do that, it’s a good time to mention that there are various notes that when sang, may
not blend well with each other, or that may not have a significant sound, depending on the
musical approach.You might consider watching this video from coach Rick Beato, explaining
basic awareness of musical notes. In this approach, he covers some pretty big concepts, easy
and fast, but the music theory he introduces can help set the music theory conversation for the
discussion we have ahead.(Beato, 2017)[7]If you get this concept, even a little bit, then let’s
move a bit ahead. We will cover more on the basics of music theory from a musician’s
standpoint in a different section of this guide. So, with the notes being played, singing a major
or a minor 2nd (2) might not be the move in a particular chord, especially if it’s just two or three
people singing. One might not expect to hear a 6th (6) being stacked vocally, either. Many
times, this can happen in music, but if the melodies of music change, there has to be some
aspects when certain harmonies work and when they just clash.When two different notes are
played together, creating a harmony, they create a sound that adds dimension to the melody.
This texture (mentioned about earlier) is usually played at the same time, but harmonies do not
have to be. I think that the biggest defining aspect of harmonies is its relationship to the



melody. For instance, in a C-major scale (C – D – E – F – G – A – B – then back to C), the C, E
and G come together to form a chord. The distance of each note is a pattern; the E is a major
3rd (3) from the C (1). The G is a perfect 5th (5) from the C (1). This is always the case, in any
key… the patterns don’t change, even though the way musicians access them changes (on
piano, guitar, etc.) These numbers are much more helpful when viewed in relation to each
other. Nashville Numbers, or thinking of music notes on a 1-8 scale, will be discussed more in
the musical theory lessons.Getting back to the harmonic movements discussed above
(parallel, oblique, contrary, and chordal). Now that we know that some harmonies work while
others don’t, the way that these harmonies move from note to note is how we can describe the
movements. To put it simply:Parallel motion has harmonies that move exactly like the melody.
Let’s assume the C-note (1), in this moment in time, is the melody in a given song. If we were
experiencing a 2-part harmony with an E-note (3), then when the C moves, so does the E, in
the same direction, without losing distance. The harmony or harmonies move parallel, or
alongside, the melody line. I think of parallel motion used in most simple pop and religious
songs.If you have the time, take a listen to these ladies, 3B4JOY, who do a great job at
modeling parallel motion:(3B4JOY, 2014)[8]Oblique motion has harmonies that move while a
note stays as a foundation. An example of this would be to continue to hear a C-note, not
moving, while the harmony note moves from note to note (E !’ G !’ F !’ A !’ C !’ B !’ C). The effect of
this sounds really dramatic, with that one note proclaiming it’s not moving!Contrary motion has
harmonies that move in direct opposition of each other. If one melody is going upward, the
other melody is going down. This (as is the case with the other harmonic motions) can be more
complicated, but the basic understanding is enough to see and appreciate these harmonic
differences. Taking the same C-major scale for instance; if on a piano, I placed a finger on one
C-note and another on a different C- note, I would play each note, at the same time, in
opposite directions:Left hand: C !’ D !’ E !’ F, etc...Right hand: C !’ B !’ A !’ G, etc…In this example, the
musical tension either pulls in toward a center or away from a center. The center could change,
causing the directions to suddenly change depending on which key we are in. For the sake of
simplicity, this motion is achieved because it moves in an equal and opposite way.Chordal
motion is how harmonies are built based on a widely-accepted theoretical approach—Western
tonal system. There are centuries of history that inform our modern musical theory and tonality.
For instance, when music is composed for harmonic parts, certain rules must be followed with
respect on how the notes relate to each other in the principal key (this is called the tonic in any
given key signature). Writings with harmonies in relation to the key, especially in a capella
music, is called voice-part writing. And while there are rules that guide the production of these
harmonies, the understanding to take away here is that certain notes in the harmonies might
be doubled, they might stay the same while others move, or they may be complex chords with
4th, 7ths, 9ths, etc. The reality is, many songs we hear with choirs have parts written in this
chordal style, many in simplistic, beautiful examples and others in a complex, yet seamless
presentation. Our music is replete with examples, from the Fisk Jubilee Singers, Richard
Smallwood, Pentatonix, Take 6, Brandy, to James Blake, to name a few...This was a pretty
comprehensive lesson! Much to be gleaned from this discussion, as we realize that keeping
concise certainly sacrifices detail in many ways. Building on the concept of melody, we
discussed harmony and what it was. Also, various harmonic motions exist, but a fundamental
understanding of parallel, oblique, contrary and chordal motions were taught. This certainly
deserves a deeper study, yet the differentiation in concepts helps inform the creative with
texture and play in their composing ability. Even if you don’t understand how to chart out your
music in proper or even efficient ways, when creating melodies, lyrics, and musical concepts,



you’re a composer!For those who are being introduced to this material, we suggest a deeper
look into Music Theory 101 resources on the internet and its harmonic lessons. For those who
get this material more proficiently, the challenge then becomes how you apply this to your own
creation process, or how you explain these different textures of harmony to creatives to build
their toolkit.Rhythm (P1.4)Rhythm is the heartbeat of melody. These performers visually
capture everything right about musical interpretation. Enjoy!!Dancers Interpret Music
Differently(Kida The Great, 2020)[9]This Youtube video shows a challenge (one of many that
frequently surface social media) of an artist dancing to the Wii Theme Song. Affectionately
called the #WiiChallenge, this particular video sets the stage well for this lesson because the
dancing perfectly conveyed the rhythms that the music was presenting. Understanding how
rhythm plays into the songwriting process really enhances one’s understanding of composition.
Music, and songs for that matter, can be broadly described in melody, harmony, rhythm and
form. Thus, the discussion of rhythm is one part of such a dissection.Think like a dancer. When
watching this video, you were drawn not only to how in sync the dancers were to the beat, but
also how in sync the dancers were to each other. While this was key, there was another
element at play, how much the choreography (choreo) manipulated each moment or space in
time–the variety was very pleasing to the eye. In like manner, the canvas of the Wii Theme
Song gave the dancers a creative space to manipulate rhythm with visual interpretation… In
other words, they had a dope beat and they did cool things with it! Dancers use their ears to
hear musical movements, too. Talk to any professional dancer and they will share good insights
on musical interpretation.This is why understanding rhythm makes sense. Just like in singing,
or playing music, when fast rhythmic patterns are connected to slower patterns, the variety can
be quite appealing! If those dancers were musicians, where the dancer the closest to the
screen was the lead musician with the background behind him, you would easily tell how in
tune they were as a band, but yet how appropriate their expressions were. Watch the video
again if you missed this, but the dancer in the background was in sync and did not overshadow
the main dancer (Lil Kida). When music is done well, the harmony supports or challenges the
melody, while remaining in sync and not distracting.This balance is achieved not only through
understanding and mastery of these various elements (melody, harmony and rhythm), but
through understanding how to manipulate the space… and still be creative! In the 44 seconds
that the video played, there was a visual journey on which the viewers were taken. Had this not
been a well-rehearsed performance, there could have been many opportunities for sloppiness,
lack of feeling, and missed moments for variety, and togetherness, etc.Understanding how this
relates to music is critical because art is art; and the human body is wired to see and respect
pattern. It understands pattern, in many ways, way beyond its understanding of the patterns it’s
encountering. When we experience this phenomenon (some call perfection, beauty, peace,
excitement, boredom, fantasy, etc…) it engages more than just one of our senses, usually. This
is the beauty of what some would argue simple, while others would argue complex. The dance
routine, for instance, seems super complex to me! a non-dancer, but as a creative and a
thinker, I respect the process of how the dancers/choreographers interpreted the music to
create the movements. Either via intense choreo or improvisation… the creative process is still
key.The bottom line is that the key to understanding and manipulating rhythm is to simply
respect that much can be done in any amount of time and space. Through this, you will
appreciate the various movements and changes of melodies, parts of songs, keys of songs,
etc… much more effectively. There is one way to look at this musically, from a popular music
standpoint–most of the music’s rhythm is derived from either one of two* feels:3/4 time
(compound time; waltz-style, think of the traditional Happy Birthday or Amazing Grace)2/2 or



4/4 time (simple time; basic and even-metered, think of the traditional Jingle Bells or Bruno
Mars’ Finesse, or basically any other song for the most part). Note: while these are two
different feels, rhythmically, they are similar to each other and more distinctly different from
compound time.Songs* with complex feels (formally called time signatures): 5/4, 6/8, 3/2, 7/8,
etc… and songs with sections that switch up the time signatures.I put this last category here so
you can get inspired by how creatives can switch things up… this also includes speeding up
and slowing down songs in the same time signature. Since we’re on this conversation, let’s
briefly talk time signatures. Simply put, they are notes repeated over set marks in time,
measured in sheet music as measures or bars.These measures contain music notes and
symbols that tell how these symbols relate in space and time. Let’s look at 3/4 for instance. It
doesn’t mean 0.75 of a rhythm or beat, though that thinking isn’t quite odd. It describes the
even beat in a measure and how many beats exist in that measure:3 this number
represents how many beats in a musical measure, or small portion of any part of a song; in this
case it is 3 beats per any measure.___________4 this number represents that beat in
each measure is a quarter note (4th a whole). Why? Well each measure technically represents
no sound or one sound. That one sound can be divided into 2 (half); 4 (quarter); 8 (eighth)
etc.Example of 3/4 TimeIn the example of 3/4 above, we have quarter notes that get a total of
3 beats per measure. How many beats would 4/4 give us? It would give us 4 quarter-note
beats per measure. This is the basis of most songs. The feel is different, explained in the
section above, allowing for creating variety. In the example of 4/4, below, we show the idea of
how the quarter note gets 4 beats. This is most easily shown in the first measure, where there
is 1 quarter note, 1 quarter rest, and 1 half note (totaling 4 quarter notes in value).Example of
4/4 TimeStemming from the whole note !’ half note !’ quarter note !’ eighth note !’ sixteenth note,
dotted notes, connected notes, etc… rhythm is fundamentally 1) simple and connected, and 2)
mathematical. Getting back to complex rhythms. They exist and are really complex in that they
provide rhythms that are different from what we are used to hearing and are written to convey a
note value over however many notes per measure (as discussed). The key here is how even
the compound and complex rhythms can be written in patterns… they have to; even if it looks
and sounds like chaos, expert musicians know how to manipulate space and time. Take a look
at the link below by Paul Davids to experience these complex rhythms, not widely used in many
commercial styles but fun to experience. In this video, he explains these complex rhythms, also
doing a great visual of what we’ve covered so far:(Paul Davids, 2017)[10]In wrapping things up,
rhythm is here to tell your notes and harmonies where to go and how to get there. You’re here
to make sure each note takes advantage of the space and time. There are times when music
needs to mirror tension and flow—moving from slow to fast, and complex to simple, even as
simple as sound versus no sound. Understanding how to use absence of sound is also
something to consider.Music is pattern, and this pattern is best categorized in rhythmic
sequences, as well as relationship to each color that the notes bring and the texture that the
harmonies and dynamics bring. In thinking of music in this way (like a good bowl of homemade
gumbo), each element adds to the experience. And when done well, the ingredients come
together into something that works so well. And the reality is good gumbo doesn’t take much! A
good chicken and sausage gumbo literally is flour, oil, mirepoix, sausage, chicken, spices,
stock and rice… rhythm, whether you write in simple or compound time, is definitely a big
ingredient you want to get right in this gumbo!Song Structure & Form (P1.5)What does this
short film, this song and musical form have in common?(Reality Vids Short Films, 2016)[11]
(Algebra VEVO, 2013)[12]Song parts are like bars, each section has its own unique
happenings. The form the song takes is influenced by various aspects of certain parts of any



given piece of music. Form investigates the whole expression of a piece of music–the story, the
main idea, the build-up, climax, resolve, etc. And the way songwriters and composers convey
the song is through certain vehicles. These are the verse, chorus/hook, pre-chorus, bridge,
vamp, intro/outro, interludes, etc.Understanding how each of these vehicles, or parts of a song,
works really helps the writer or composer understand the balance of complexity and simplicity.
The reality is, most of the simple songs are super effective when done well. These songs know
how to convey meaning, are usually easy to learn, are not too wordy (and if so, the words are
impactful and are usually easy to learn), and utilize strong hooks, or choruses. Music mirrors
life–as complex as living beings are, there is the simplicity of consistency by which we all tend
to live. When we can easily interpret the patterns in life, we tend to understand them and build
upon them. Music has the ability to create moving poetry through the audible manipulation of
various musical parts using verse, chorus, and so on. Similarly, through the capturing of
various scenes with various props, motion pictures have the ability to create moving
poetry.Since this is applied songwriting, we will focus on the commonly used parts of a song,
its structure, before looking at how these forms can be approached:%Ï verses are usually the
longer part of a song that set the purpose, setting and tone of the music; this is the story%Ï
chorus/hooks are the shorter parts of a song that are usually the easiest to repeat, and in
many ways drive the message of the song, lyrically and musically%Ï bridges or pre-choruses
usually lead to the chorus in intention and musical feel; the bridge usually builds into the
chorus, musically, while the pre-chorus may just lyrically lead into the hook with no distinctive
musical climax%Ï vamps are typically areas where the music changes its clothes, and may
take on a slight or dramatic detour from the original setting/plot; these are usually set towards
the ending of a song%Ï intros/outros build in the musical moment and provide branding
moments; intros, while not as long as they used to be, are a typical give-away to a particular
song and can be interpreted musically or through lyrical/skit-like scenarios%Ï interludes are
moments in music where there could be a lyrical break or break in the music where something
interesting takes place; in some genres, this may be the moment for different instrumentalists
to improvise or for creative content to accompany the songThere was a reason we compared
both videos at the start of this lesson. The first reason is that both artistic expressions were
under 3 minutes! (A lot ‘got done’ in a short amount time. Smart writers understand how to
manipulate this limited space with simplicity because they get that our 21st century attention
span is short! Thank God school is still in session and it takes a little longer than 3 minutes to
develop frameworks of thinking!) The second reason is that there were similar themes:%Ï the
hook in the film was kindness; whereas the hook in the song was about the singular desire for
that one special person%Ï the verses in the film spoke to kindness being paid forward in
various mini-scenarios, at a school setting; on the other hand, the verses in the song portrayed
a young woman with a confidence about what she wanted and who she was, in multiple
settings%Ï the bridge or pre-chorus in the film was the journey that each student took to
encounter the next, we could already predict the exchange leading to the hook of kindness;
while the pre-chorus in the song established the truth of who the songwriter was before making
it clear that she wanted ‘Nobody, but You!’%Ï finally, both shared similar song forms
(discussed below)Song forms are simply how musical or lyrical material transitions or repeats
in any given song. For simplicity, we can think of form as A, B, and C, where part A is different
from B, which is different from C. The differences can be based on the different song parts
(verse 1, chorus, verse 2, vamp, out), different musical concepts, or themes.Take the short film
for instance: A, B, C, B, D, B, E, B… Part A is when the first scene showed the first act of
kindness taking place with the student walking toward the school building, getting bumped and



dropping his books, leading to Part B, the first act of kindness. This led to Part C where the guy
who was helped encountered a disabled student, leading back to Part B, the second act of
kindness, and so on…Take the song for instance: A, B, C, A, B, C, D, C… Part A is verse,
where the singer mentions the limitations that other people have with her, stating ‘Everybody
can’t be up in my space…’ This leads to Part B or pre-chorus, which establishes the
confidence she has in herself ‘I might fuss a lil’ bit…’ The result of this leads to Part C, the
chorus, stating ‘I don’t want nobody touching me baby, but you!’ This leads to her second verse
(A), and second pre-chorus (B) which informs the chorus (C). This concludes to a vamp (D),
where the music changes feel, which finishes back at the chorus (C) one last time.We could
have gone over the simple song structure but realize there are videos for that! There are many
ways to combine various musical parts and lyrics to get a desired effect, and many times it’s
cool to repeat verses and choruses if they are that groovy or important. To recap this lesson,
the video below describes form and structure in a way that helps you understand sections and
how they can work. While this approach is purely musical, the same takeaways apply to lyrical
content in parts of a song.As you prepare for the reflection on this topic, you might want to
check out a neat little video from YouTuber Mr. Morley that animates this discussion:(Mr. D.
Morley, 2016)[13]Hooks & Repeat Verses (P1.6)Great lyrics stick with us; bad lyrics stick with
us. Have you ever heard a word, phrase or song you just couldn’t get out of your head? Or
even better, have you ever hated a song when you first heard it? Then after hearing it on the
radio 1000 times, you finally developed not only a tolerance, but a liking for the song?
Repetition is the culprit.In my action research for my Master’s, I studied the effects of music in
academic attainment and enjoyment. One of the discoveries made in the research was that
over 85% of my students, when given a chance on a math assignment, chose to show their
learning through musical options either kinesthetically or through writing a song to a beat. To
employ another method of inquiry, I developed and administered a qualitative questionnaire.
This questionnaire, called a Song Lyrics Analysis Test (SLAT) measured proficiency of simple
lyric recall, main idea, and metaphor of a popular tune easily heard on the radio and mass
media during the time of research:Source: © JMGG, LLCThe above is a recreated research
artifact from an Historically Black University’s (HBCU) K-8 summer program of an anonymous
student, entering the second grade. With minor mistakes, the student was able to demonstrate
recall of music lyrics, likely never seen written before since this was a then-popular song on the
radio and TV. The student was also able to demonstrate understanding of main idea! all
through being musically exposed to lyrics and story. As expected, the student did not yet grasp
the higher-level concept of metaphor and other literary devices, yet the middle-school
participants could. Only the 7th and 8th graders identified the metaphor 100% of the time.This
demonstrated, to a certain point, the power of music and how the meaning of words can travel
through what we hear. Even a student still learning to read, was able to identify with meaning of
music simply because of hearing a song, over and over. (PS. as part of the experiment, I
played the song for them and asked if they had heard the song before). Even though the
response was appropriate for a 7-year-old, it shows that the power of music can effectively
reach us in different ways. While the study was not ambitious enough to ground theory around
why humans are wired to music, the small evidence convinced me that the power in music can
potentially be deconstructed.The key to music being effective, these days, is telling a well-
written story as succinctly as possible. This certainly speaks to the lyricists among us, but there
is power in repeated chords and progressions! In her literary work, On Repeat: How Music
Plays the Mind, Dr. Elizabeth Margulis scientifically breaks down the connections that repetition
has on us, including music’s powerful presence.[14] Those who find this connection worthy of



further research might consider Dr. Margulis’ work, among other scholars who devote their lives
to these connections. For the purpose of this lesson, let’s look at how much we rely on patterns:
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